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Abstract:
The Laplacian pyramid image compression (LPIC) algorithm can be used to preprocess an image for
efficient compression, particularly for extraterrestrial exploration projects. LPIC involves a
two-dimensional convolution which lends itself to a parallel architecture implementation.. This thesis
develops the design of a systolic parallel architecture for the algorithm.

The LPIC algorithm is implemented in a special purpose integrated chip design. The archticture for the
system is discussed, as well as the individual registers used for the multiplication. The registers are
constructed with a single-clock multiplier/accumulator circuit. Simulations show that the bit level
circuit could operate at 50 MHz and is logically correct. A 16-bit register has been completely designed
and submitted for fabrication. The modules for the convolution have also been designed. 
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To the Girl in the Hat

When, often, I see you smile and laugh 
And hear the joy, the mirth, you spread abroad 
I ’d like to keep you, ever; so with a nod 
My wistful longing you could quaff.

Bit by bit, and word by word,
We’ve come to know each other’s soul.
To store your memory, relight the coal,
To write each sound that’s e’er been heard.

What justice, then, can it do 
Listing each sound, writing each spot?
’Til all that’s left is mark and dot,
And this records what lives in you?

Yet so we work and live our days 
To lose you not in the silicon maze.

- Diane Mathews

"So long as men can breathe or eyes can see 
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee."

- 18th Sonnet, William Shakespeare
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ABSTRACT

The Laplacian pyramid image compression (LPIC) algorithm can be used to 
preprocess an image for efficient compression, particularly for extraterrestrial exploration 
projects LPIC involves a two-dimensional convolution which lends itself to a parallel 
architecture implementation. This thesis develops the design of a systolic parallel 
architecture for the algorithm.

The LPIC algorithm is implemented in a special purpose integrated chip design. 
The archticture for the system is discussed, as well as the individual registers used for the 
multiplication. The registers are constructed with a single-clock multiplier/accumulator 
circuit. Simulations show that the bit level circuit could operate at 50 MHz and is 
logically correct. A 16-bit register has been completely designed and submitted tor 
fabrication. The modules for the convolution have also been designed.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

General Background

Digital image processing is used in a variety of communication systems. For 

example, images for the media are often digitally processed, then transmitted via satellite, 

before appearing in newspapers of oh live broadcasts; and satellite weather maps are 

produced and displayed with digital processing systems. The reason that images are often 

used, instead of verbal descriptions, is that an image can be more readily understood by 

people, more quickly, than verbal descriptions; thus fulfilling the old adage "a picture is 

worth a thousand words." Also, in satellite weather systems, there are often few other 

forms for the information to be transmitted. For example, there is no person, or 

equivalent intelligence system, on the satellite which could relate a verbal description of 

nebular movements; thus leaving images as the most easily assimilable form of 

information available for such descriptions. -

If scientists, journalists, intelligence agencies, and anyone else with enough capital, 

can put a camera in orbit and receive images, then why not do the same for images of 

outer space? Digital images are, perhaps, the key to modem unmanned exploratory 

missions: "...to boldly go where no one has gone before." That is indeed what the 

Voyagers and Magellan have done for us. If people are to know what lies beyond the 

moon then a camera, and other scientific instruments, must be sent in people’s place. A 

proposal has been made to put a roving vehicle on the surface of Mars. This vehicle 

would contain several systems: enough artificial intelligence to keep itself from rolling 

off of a cliff or into a cliff; a minimal laboratory with which to determine possible 

composition of materials it encounters; sensors for temperature, wind speed, magnetic 

influences, etcetera; and an image processing and transmission system.
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A brief discussion of digital image processing systems is helpful before discussing 

the Mars rover project in more detail. Digital image processing systems include: sensor; 

digital to analog converter; preprocessor/encoder; transmitter; postprocessor/decoder; and 

receiving system. The preprocessor and postprocessor are usually for the purpose of 

protecting or enhancing the image. That is, if the receiver expects errors of a certain type 

then corrections can be affected via the pre- or postprocessors, or both. Image 

enhancement means that if a particular aspect of the image is considered more important 

than other characteristics then the enhancing subsystem may exaggerate that aspect. An 

example of enhancement might be that of contrast. That is, if an image is important 

because of the difference between light and dark areas then the enhancement subsystem 

would increase that contrast as much as could be tolerated within the limits of the system.

An ideal system will process an image very quickly, without losing any of the. 

information in the image. The reason for speed is that those at the receiving end usually 

want as many images as are possible in as little time as possible, especially in the case 

of unmanned exploratory missions such as the Mars project. Image data is usually 

memory and/or transmission intensive. That means that it occupies a great deal of storage 

space and requires a lot of time and/or bandwidth for transmission. The image, then, 

must be compressed so that it requires less memory or bandwidth, but it must be 

compressed without any losses of the image content. The topic of this thesis is a 

preprocessor which operates, at very high speeds, on the digital image in order to help 

reduce the amount of data which is stored and transmitted, and it does so without losing 

any of the image information.

The Mars Rover Project

Many people have an interest in the closest planet to Earth. Scientists hope that 

an exploration of Mars will indeed put people further out into space than they have been 

to date. The tremendous expense of sending humans to Mars is prohibitive. An
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unmanned mission does not require any of the environmental precautions or comforts. 

The machine is the only part of the exploration attempt that needs to travel, and also the 

only part that needs to "survive."

The proposed exploration of Mars does begin with an unmanned rover, which is 

to explore the surface of the red planet. As mentioned before, it will carry several types 

of scientific measuring devices, including an advanced imaging system. The idea behind 

the project is that it would provide another opportunity to examine the needs of scientific 

equipment in space or on another planet. The project, dubbed ' Pathfinder [NASA 1989], 

will consist of a rover which will collect data to be transmitted back to Earth. Data taken 

will include images, wind speed, air content, soil content, examinations of rocks, electric 

and magnetic field measurements,

The imaging system will be required to recognize types of terrain and objects, 

ranging from very small in size to huge. The importance of the imaging system is 

primarily for the rover’s survival, and also for generating public interest for the project. 

The importance of the survival of the rover is mandatory in order for data to be 

transmitted back to Earth. There are educational bonuses to be achieved from having the 

images made available to the public. More importantly, for those interested in 

extraterrestrial exploration, public interest could generate support, political and financial, 

for more space projects.

The design goals for the imaging system, as mentioned before, are resolution, 

speed, and accuracy. Resolution is not an issue in this paper because by the time the 

preprocessor receives the image the image has been completely acquired. That is, the 

preprocessor developed in this thesis receives image data that has been acquired and 

stored in a buffer, so that resolution cannot be affected by the preprocessor. The topic 

of this thesis, however, does not contain a sensing system and, as mentioned earlier, does 

not begin its functions until the entire image has been acquired and stored.
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Speed is important to the rover’s imaging system mostly because the more images 

taken and stored, the more information is available. Information is the primary goal of 

the Pathfinder project. The speed of the rover’s imaging system is nearly irrelevant at 

the receiving end. That is, there is a finite amount of information that can be transmitted 

from Mars to Earth. As long as the available bandwidth and time for transmission is 

entirely used in sending highly compressed data then any more information simply will 

not be sent to Earth. The rover, however, can use that information to determine whether 

or not to roam off of a cliff, or examine a particular rock.

One of the obstacles to constant transmissions to Earth is that, at present, there is 

not a sufficient satellite system to support it. At least one satellite would need to have 

an unobstructed transmission path to Earth in order to maintain constant transmissions. 

That means that Earth-based systems will only be able to receive a specific amount of 

information in that minimal time period per day, so from Earth’s viewing perspective, the 

processor only has to be fast enough to fill up the transmittal time and bandwidth.

The rover does require image data that is processed at high rates of speed. The 

model for optimum speed, by the way, is that of having a human on the surface using 

his/her judgment to deem what is important or not, how to avoid obstacles, or visually 

analyze materials. A human can do many of these tasks almost simultaneously, or 

perhaps in parallel. Designing a machine to do this requires a great deal of planning. To 

date, one of the priorities in the imaging system is that of determining edges for the sake 

of its own survival, and secondarily in order to recognize distinct objects. The advantage 

of high rates of speed is that the rover could then accomplish more in less time, and it 

might be possible for the long-distance observers to have the information a little bit 

sooner. In other words, the imaging system should not be a bottleneck to the rover’s 

mission. If it must be a bottleneck, then at least the data should get through it as quickly 

as it can.
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The analysis of images by the rover’s artificial intelligence (a.i.) will allow for 

limited modifications on the imaging system. Such modifications might include depth of 

field changes, scope of image changes, and even changes to the internal processing and 

encoding values. These changes made by the rover’s a.i. systems will be real-time 

changes; changes made by Earth-based systems can occur as well, but will not be real

time. Suppose, for example, that the rover takes a panoramic view of an environment to 

which it has just moved, and then slowly zooms in to its immediate environment. The 

rover can be evaluating the atmosphere in its immediate environment, with its imaging 

system and its other instruments, making its decisions based on the images and data that 

it takes in. When Earth-based systems have the opportunity to view the panoramic, and 

some of the nearer views, they can make a decision as the rover’s future direction of 

travel and perhaps modify some of the values used in internal image processing. Real

time operations, from Earth-based systems, are impractical due to the amount of time it 

takes for round-trip communication to and from Mars [NASA89].

The imaging system must be able to handle alterations in desired image 

characteristics, regardless of whether the decision about the characteristics is made from 

Earth or by the rover. The question of which part, or combination of parts, of the 

imaging system is to be used to handle the recognition of need for alterations, and the 

alterations themselves, has already been addressed. A part of the solution is to use the 

Laplacian pyramid image compression technique developed by Peter Burt and Edward 

Adelson [BuAd83]. A discussion of the technique is given in the second chapter; for the 

purpose of this paper, however, the only real consideration is that of the ability to change 

the internal values of the preprocessor. Other considerations include real-time correlation 

of image characteristics with stored characteristics, classification of the image according 

to spatial structure, differentiating between areas of varying reflectance[Huck89].
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The final issue, that of the accuracy of the image, will depend on the system’s 

physical characteristics, the algorithms used within the processors, and the implementation 

of those algorithms. Physical characteristics are in reference to the optical properties of 

the lenses used and the capturing abilities of the sensing devices. The algorithms used 

refers to the preprocessing and encoding of the image. The implementation of the 

algorithm differs from the algorithm itself in that the physical characteristics and 

requirements of implementations often detract from the theoretical performance of the 

algorithm. The accuracy of the image received from the acquisition system will be 

preserved up to the encoding stage if the implementation is perfect, and of course, if the 

algorithm is lossless.

The preprocessor is the hardware implementation of a Laplacian pyramid image 

compression (LPIC) algorithm. It receives digital image data, and reorganizes the data 

so that it can be efficiently encoded using a Huffman code. The next section discusses 

the LPIC algorithm in detail.

Scone of Thesis

This paper discusses the development of a systolic architecture for the Laplacian 

pyramid image compression algorithm. First, the operation of the LPIC algorithm is 

discussed in more detail. This is followed by a discussion of the top-down design, from 

module architecture to bit-level design. Finally, the results of simulations on the design, 

and figures representing the final design are presented.
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LAPLACIAN PYRAMID IMAGE COMPRESSION

Laplacian pyramid image compression (LPIC), developed by Burt and Adelson 

[BuAd83], is a method of compressing digital image data. The basic idea behind the 

algorithm is to extract spatial bandpass information from the image, and to do so for 

several spatial bandpass frequencies. In other words: the sharp edges are extracted and 

that information stored; and then lines are extracted, and the line information stored; 

broad line information is then extracted and stored; and so on until the system end has 

been reached. The spatial bandpass information is extracted by first filtering the input 

image, and then subtracting the filtered image from the input image. The filtered image 

is acquired by convolving the input image with a predetermined 5x5 matrix.

The reason for extracting the spatial bandpasses is that images often have a great 

deal of redundancy in them. For example, the "Girl in the Hat" image, which is often 

used in image processing research, contains background information that is not very 

interesting. If the background is primarily monochrome then a way to compress would 

be to describe the shade and shape of the background. This would result in far fewer 

bytes used to describe the background than if each individual pixel was recorded. A 

compression technique that could describe the background as monochrome might also 

describe any other large areas of uniform shade. Extracting spatial bandpasses of an 

image using the LPIC technique would yield the outline of the "Girl in the Hat", followed 

by stripes of monochromatic areas, and so on until the filtered image contained only the 

large areas of single shade, such as a background of the forementioned photograph.

The LPIC technique consists of a filter, reduction, expansion and subtraction, with 

storage capacity for the input image. The algorithm is, perhaps, best described with the 

help of Figure I. In general, the input image is both filtered, and reduced in size, in the

CHAPTER 2
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Figure I. LPIC data flow diagram

block marked R. The reduced and filtered image is the input to the next stage, the next 

stage being identical to the first. The reduced and filtered image is then expanded to the 

size of the original, and subtracted from the original (in the block marked E). The result 

of the subtraction is the data which is retained for encryption and transmission.

It may be noted here that LPIC is not really a compression technique. The 

subtraction from the first step contains as much pixel data as did the original image. The 

results from each iteration of the algorithm produce image data with the same amount of 

pixel data as the input image had. After the first two iterations, for instance, the two 

output images have one-fourth again as much digital image data as the first image had. 

If the process was infinite then there would be 1.5 times as much "compressed data as 

compared to the original input image. The compression occurs at the encoding step, 

which uses a Huffman-like, or block-length, code. Remember that the first filtered image
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basically only has sharp edges and the rest of it is uniform. Most of the first filtered 

image could then be encoded with only one bit; that is, one bit for each pixel which is 

not part of an edge. The compression ratio for LPIC is entirely dependent on the code 

used to encode the processed image information. The relationship between codes and 

convolution mask values has been studied and is not part of the study for this thesis.

The reduction step of LPIC consists of a two-dimensional convolution in which 

only one-fourth of the convolved values are kept. These values comprise the reduced 

image. The expansion is a two-dimensional convolution as well, one which interpolates 

the missing values. The interpolation.is a kind of averaging, so that the expanded image 

is blurred with respect to the original image. Thus, when the expanded image is 

subtracted from the original, the result is an image with edges only.

The convolution mask used for both the reduction and the expansion step is shown 

below, along with the relationships between the mask elements. The mapping of the 

input image with the convolution mask elements is also shown.

LPIC uses a two-dimensional convolution to filter the input image. The 

convolution mask lends itself to parallel input. If the image is processed in a parallel 

fashion then the amount of time required to process the image depends only on the 

amount of data in one of the dimensions. Most systems currently available process 

images one row at a time, a pixel at a time. The processing time is then dependent on 

the number of columns by the number of rows. In parallel system an entire column of 

image data enters the system at the same time. The processing time then depends only 

on the number of rows of image data.

The reduction is the filtering step, and the expansion interpolates the missing data 

points. The reduction step convolves the image with the mask, and retains only one fourth 

of the convolution. The output from the reduction step becomes the input image for the 

next iteration of the algorithm. The high pass information has been lost from the original
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image, and must be found again. The filtered image is subtracted from the input image 

in order to regain the high pass information. The filtered image, however, has one fourth 

as many data points, so that it cannot be subtracted, point by point, from the input image. 

The expansion step interpolates, from the output of the reduction step, the missing values. 

The output, from the expansion step, has the same number of data points as the input 

image; it is negated and then added to the input image.

The subtractions, from each iteration, contain the information that is to be 

transmitted. The first iteration yields the highest pass information from the system. This 

is, perhaps, information that could be used to detect lines which might be cliff edges. If 

the first set of data were referred to as lines, then the second iteration would yield stripes, 

and the one following would yield bands.

The first iteration of the algorithm yields the bottom level of the pyramid. It is 

referred to as the bottom level of the pyramid because it is transmitted last. If the 

progressively extracted data were stacked on top of each other, drawn in scale to their 

size, the figure would resemble a pyramid. The top level of the pyramid is transmitted 

first, expanded, and the next layer transmitted and added in to the first level. The 

algorithm provides a lossless method of image reconstruction. An alleged advantage to 

this system is that the image reconstruction can be terminated before the final layer is 

received. That is, if the viewer deems the image information as unimportant, then (s)he 

can cancel the reception/transmission of the rest of the image and start over with an 

entirely new one.
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN PROCEDURE 

Design Goals

The primary goal of the system is very fast throughput. A fully parallel and 

systolic system is one way to accomplish a high rate of throughput. A system is systolic 

when it is devoted to the single task of processing the image. The system will consist 

of processing elements which perform a simple task, and the processing elements will be 

connected locally [Ji-Ren91 ]. The hardware implementation of the system should "look 

like" the algorithm, which is one of the features of a systolic architecture. In order to 

make the system parallel, data enters the system a column at a time, instead of pixel by 

pixel. In terms of speed, this parallel data processing feature will mean that the time 

required to process the entire image is dependent not on the total number of pixels 

(columns by lines) in the image but only on the number of columns in the image.

Another way to reduce the amount of processing time is to reduce the number of 

mathematical operations that the system requires, Convolutions are highly multiplication 

and addition intensive. A minimal number of multiplications and additions, then, is a 

consideration in the design. The minimum number of multiplications, performed on an 

incoming pixel, by each multiplicand is one or zero. In the general convolution case the 

minimum number of multiplications is, obviously, one. The LPIC algorithm, however, 

does not multiply each pixel by each mask element. Some of the incoming data is 

multiplied more than once by a few mask elements. The repetition was used to preserve 

local connectivity. With the configurations in the next section, each data element is 

multiplied 3 times for the reduction, and 6 times for the expansion/interpolation step.
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LPIC Algorithm

The LPIC algorithm filters the input image in three steps, which are iterated until 

the iterated image is small. The first step is the reduction, the second is the expansion, 

and the third is the subtraction. The reduction step both filters and reduces the input 

image. The reduced image becomes both the input image for the next iteration and the 

input to the expansion step. The expansion step interpolates, from the reduced image, in 

order to fill in the missing steps and also finishes the filtering of the image. The 

subtraction step subtracts the result of the expansion step from the input image of the 

current iteration.

Filtering occurs in a two-dimensional convolution of the images. The convolution 

mask for the algorithm is shown below. It is a symmetric mask, and the relationship 

between the mask values are also shown below. The system designed does not define 

what value is to be used for ’a.’ The choice is left up to the user of the system.

A B C B A F = a; often a < I
B D E D B E =  1/4
C E F E C D = 1/4 - a/2
B D E D B C = F * D
A B C B A B = E * D

A = D * D

The convolution mask for both the reduction and the expansion is the same. The 

reduction step does not retain a convolution for each point of the input image. The 

expansion step splits the incoming data lines in order to fill in missing data points. The 

data flow for both the expansion and the reduction are discussed in more detail below.

The data flow will be fully parallel in that the data enters on the left side by 

column, and exits on the right side, by column. For the reduction it enters the system two 

columns at a time, and exits one column at a time. For the expansion the data enters one 

column at a time and exits two columns at a time.
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Reduction

The reduction algorithm is implemented as in Figures 2 and 3, where the letters

p(k.2>-2)— T

—  C

A-t A —A V A —B — '<w'k-2)

r ®  \  ^  Kk-u-z)--- /X— B —A  ]t±}
T-ffl

p(k*l,k-2)

A —S ^ irtk"2*"9

---- A —B—AAAikt"

Figure 2. Reduction architecture for one column module

are the convolution mask values, the deltas are n clock cycle delays, the sum boxes are 

adding registers, and the p ’s denote pixels from different rows. Note that each pixel of

C B FA B C B D B

o u t

Figure 3. Connection of reduction column modules
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the incoming column data is not necessarily multiplied by every element of the 

convolution mask. The odd column data, for instance, is only multiplied by the odd 

columns of the convolution mask; and the even column data is only multiplied by the 

even columns of the mask. Similarly, only the odd rows of the incoming data are

multiplied by the odd rows of the convolution mask, and the even row data is only

multiplied by the even rows of the convolution mask.

The fact that the even and odd columns are never multiplied by the same mask 

elements can contribute to speed up of the system. If even and odd columns are

multiplied by entirely different elements then the system can process two columns at a

time. Also, it does not multiply each incoming data element by each multiplicand.

Suppose that a pixel, p(ijk), enters the reduction architecture in Figure 2 at the top 

row. During the first n clock cycles p is multiplied by A in the upper line, and shifted 

through a register in the lower line. The result from the multiplication in the upper line 

is then added to the result of p(2,k) * B, and p(2,k) in the lower line is shifted again. 

During the third n clock cycles the result of (p(ljt) * A) + (p(2,k) * B) is then added to 

p(3,k) * C. The accumulated result is then added in with p(4,k) * B during the 4th n 

clock cycles. Not shown in the diagram is a module exactly like the diagram itself. If 

it were repeated so that the outgoing lines on the bottom were connected with the 

incoming lines of an !denticle module, then the accumulated result would then be added 

in with p(5,k) * A. This would yield one column’s convolution with part of the 

convolution mask. An equation for a partially convolved pixel, p’, would be: p’(k,k) = 

A*p(k-2,k-2) + B*p(k-U-2) + C*p(k,k-2) + B*p(k+l,k-2) + B*p(k+2,k-2). While 

column k-2 is being processed, column k-1 is being processed in the second module. The 

second module, in Figure 3, is identical in structure to the first. The multiplier values are 

changed from A, B and C to B, D and E, respectively. Column k is being concurrently 

processed by the third module. Again, it is identical in structure to the module in Figure
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2, but with multipliers C, E, and F replacing A, B, and C, respectively. The results from 

the first two modules are forwarded to the modules represented by the adder boxes. This 

effectively produces the column convolutions for columns k+1 and k+2. An entire 

column of filtered data exits at the output.

There are two methods implemented in the scheme in order to reduce the data so 

that only one in four filtered results is obtained. The first is that only the convolution 

from every other row of the system is retained. The second is that the data are shifted 

in two columns in n clock cycles, while only one column exits in n clock cycles. The 

convolution is then computed for each n clock cycles, where n is the number of clock 

cycles required for one module to complete operations on a column of data. The output 

the adder becomes the addend for the next module. The next module has the same 

structure, but with different multiplicands.

Note that the reduction scheme implemented in Figures 2 and 3 has a highly 

regular structure. This means that only one module need be constructed. This module 

can then be repeated both horizontally and vertically to construct the entire reduction 

scheme. The module is repeated horizontally to effect the full convolution. Figure 2 

shows a single row’s worth of the two dimensional convolution, and Figure 3 shows the 

module level architecture for four incoming rows of data.

Each letter in the figure represents a register which requires n clock cycles to 

multiply the incoming data. The figure only shows the process for four incoming rows 

of data. It is repeated vertically in order to accommodate more rows.

Expansion

The expansion algorithm multiplies each data element by all of the multiplicands 

in the convolution mask. The data lines are split into two parts. The upper data line is 

multiplied by odd column elements of the convolution mask and the lower line is 

multiplied by even column elements.
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p(i-2j) ——  Z \

ZX —  P'(i+1J)

Figure 4. Expansion architecture

The expansion algorithm must fill in the missing data values in order for the 

subtraction to occur. It must do so by adding a row of data between input rows and by 

adding a column of data between the input columns. First, the split data lines add another 

row to the data. In Figure 4 the data lines are split into three lines. The dashed line is 

valid only for the first and second modules. The output from the B multiplier line 

becomes the input to its equivalent lines in the third module, with B replaced by E. 

Second, there are two summations, produced simultaneously, which provide the required 

column data. Remember that this is an interpolation step, and that the blurring affect on 

the image data is desired. The blurred image is subtracted from the original in order to 

produce the data that is to be encoded and transmitted.
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C P EB E DA C B

out out

Figure 5. Expansion column modules

Suppose that a pixel, p(ijc), enters on the left side of the diagram. The data line 

is split into 3 lines, 2 of which produce data for the interpolated image. Again, as with 

the reduction architecture, only one multiplication takes places in n clock cycles, and the 

other data lines simply shift the data to the next register. During the first n clock cycles, 

for instance, p is multiplied by A. During the second n clock cycles p is multiplied by 

B, and during the third n clock cycles p is multiplied by C. The operation is very similar 

to the reduction architecture operation. The output from the module takes two forms. 

If the output row is odd, then p'(ijc) = A * p(i-2Jk>2) + C * p(i,k-2) + A * p(i+2,k-2). 

If the output row is even, then p’(i-l,k) = B * p(i-2Jc-2) + B * p(i,k-2). These equations 

represent the partial interpolation for pixel p(i,k).

Figure 5 shows the connections between the column modules. The first and third 

modules are connected, and added with a previous result from the first column. This 

produces odd columns of output. Only every other row is entered into the first column,
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and the rows in between are entered into the second. The output for the odd columns is 

the summation of the processes from columns k-2, k and k+2. The output for the second 

columns is the summation of the processes from columns k-1 and k+1. The multipliers 

for the odd columns and odd rows are ACA and CFC. The multipliers for the odd 

columns and (new) even rows are B and E. The multipliers for the (new) even columns 

and odd rows are BEB. The multiplier for the (new) even columns and (new) even rows 

is D.

The expansion scheme has a highly regular structure, as does the reduction 

scheme. A single module for the expansion can be constructed, and repeated horizontally 

and vertically to construct the entire expansion scheme. The module multipliers are 

shown in Figure 5. Note that two columns are output at the same time from the 

expansion step. As with the reduction architecture, each symbol in Figure 4 represents 

n clock cycles, and each box in Figure 5 represents 3n clock cycles. Note that the 

structure allows for two columns of data, from the reduction architecture, could be entered 

in n clock cycles. However, only one column, in n clock cycles, is available from the 

reduction step. Entering the columns one at a time, then, requires an n-bit delay between 

column operations, which is not shown in the figure.

Multiplier/Accumulator

The input data and the convolution mask values must be multiplied together, and 

accumulated, very fast. This is done with an n-bit multiplier/accumulator register using 

fast circuit techniques. Its function is to multiply the input data by the mask value, and 

pass unused data through. A simple shift register, then, must be included with the 

multiplier/accumulator register.

The multiplier/accumulator (m/a) register will only operate as quickly as the logic 

within each of the bit level operations, and it must include the register which stores the
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unused data. There are four methods used to optimize the speed of the circuit. The first 

is the use of the Chu m/a [Chu62], The second is the circuit technology: A single-clock 

technology, based on NORA (No-Race) logic is the basis of the dynamic logic used at 

the bit level [JiSv89]. Third, fully differential logic is used because both true and 

complement of input and internal values are required for calculation of the accumulated 

product. Finally, the layout for the bit level operation is custom-designed. Single-clock 

logic flipflops are used to store the unused data.

The Chu m/a is a serial-parallel multiplier, shown in Figure 6. It is a multiplier 

that operates as follows. Two numbers, a multiplier (mr) and a multiplicand (md), are 

entered into the m/a, and the product (p) of the least significant bit of the mdand the 

entire mr is generated. This is added, in parallel, to the addend. The addend is then

sum

Figure 6. Chu multiplier/accumulator

shifted one bit to the right, and added to the product of the second bit of md with all of 

mr. The addition may generate a carry (c), which is stored internally and saved at the 

same location for the next operation. This process is repeated until all of the bits of md 

are exhausted. These operations require n clock cycles, where n is the number of bits in 

md. [Shoji88] The AND gate produces the product of mr and md. The adder box
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represents a full adder, with carry internally generated and stored for the sequential 

operations. The delay box becomes one bit-slice of the shift register.

Single Clock Dynamic Logic

Single clock dynamic logic is a CMOS circuit technique which uses only one 

uncomplemented clock. When a clock and clockbar are used then the operation required 

to complement the clock will, invariably, add a finite delay to clockbar. This delay must 

be considered in the timing of the dynamic circuit. That is, the time that it will need to 

complete an evaluation. When more than one clock is used a slight difference in the 

clock generators may cause a delay in the circuit. If a circuit uses clock I, for example, 

then it has to hold its output until clock2 is ready for it, and vice versa. Designing

Clatch Carry

Product

N -XOR

P -XOR

Figure 7. Chu m/a logic schematic
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around the variation in the clocks will require the inclusion of a delay, thus slowing the 

system down. Also, when one of the clocks is enough faster than the other, then there 

exists a race condition. Obviously if complemented clocks are used when more than one 

clock is used there will be even more delay introduced into the circuit. The advantages, 

then, to using single clock dynamic logic techniques are: I) There need be no delay 

based on the clock gates; rather the delay will be due to the logic gates. 2) Using only 

a single clock eliminates the race condition and the problem of delay in the clock line. 

[Ji-Ren89]

Bit Level Design

Logic

The following sections describe the operation of the various parts of the circuit 

used. They are the product logic, carry latch, addend-carry XOR gate, carry generator 

logic, and accumulated product XOR gate [Winters89]. Each of these circuits represent 

one of the following equations: p = mr AND md; axe = in XOR c; cout = (c AND 

axebar) OR (p AND axe); C = cout (delayed by 1/2 clock cycle); sum = p XOR axe. 

Where the external inputs to the circuit are: mr, the multiplier; md, the multiplicand; a, 

the addend. The internal variables are: p, the product; c and cout, are carry; axe is the 

partial sum. Sum is the final accumulated product. Sum becomes the addend for the 

neighboring bit operation.

The m/a is designed with PMOS dynamic logic stages for the first half of the 

clock cycle, and NMOS for the second half. It does not matter, using NORA circuits, 

whether the NMOS stage or the PMOS stage comes first. However, the circuit developed 

for this thesis will be used in other projects some of which are optimized by the m/a 

having PMOS in its first stages. Therefore, to reduce design time, this circuit also has 

PMOS in its first stages. Note that there are no more than two non-clocked transistors 

in series. Transistors in series can experience body effect which effectively raises the
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threshold voltage of the transistors, thus slowing them down. Minimizing the number of

series transistors will minimize body effect.

mr md ppbar

0
0
I
I

0 0 I
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
I I 0

Figure 8. Product logic table and schematic

cout c char

0 O I
1 I O

Figure 9. Carry latch logic table and schematic
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The product logic and the carry latch are very similar. Both are implemented in 

PMOS, and include a static inverter, shown with their logic tables. The static inverter has 

been included in compromise with the goal of not having any static inverters at all. The 

number of gates required to produce both true and complement of both the product and 

carry is doubled, if the inverter above is not included. The product logic is a PMOS 

dynamic AND gate. The carry latch is included to preserve carry from the present 

operation so that it can be used in the succeeding calculation of carry.

a C a x e a x e

O O O I
O I I O

I O I O
I I O I

OOUttw

Figure 10. PXOR logic table and schematic

The addend-carry XOR (PXOR) gate, shown below with its logic table, adds the 

addend to the carry from the previous operation. Its output contributes to the generation 

of carry for the subsequent operation. The XOR gate is implemented in PMOS dynamic 

logic. The output and its complement are used to generate the carry of the present
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operation, and to generate the accumulated product. Remember that the output of this 

circuit is the partial sum for the final result of this bit operation.

Carry is generated by the circuit shown below. It does not have minimal logic

axe c p cout coutbr

O O O O I
O O I O I
O I O O I
O I I I O
I O O O I
I O I I O
I I O I O
I I I I O

Figure 11. Carry logic table and schematic

because the pbar AND cbar branch have been added. This branch was included after 

preliminary simulations showed a stable state that exists in this fully differential circuit. 

Carry is implemented in NMOS dynamic logic, and it produces both true and 

complement, as both are needed for the succeeding addend-carry XOR gate operation. 

The pull-down clock transistor, shown connected with a dashed line, is shared with the 

pull-down clock transistor in the final accumulated product circuit. That is, there is only 

one pull-down transistor for both of the circuits.
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The stable state exists in this differential logic without the pbar AND cbar branch. 

The problem occurs when the input to the circuit is initiated with p and c both being low. 

The logic for coutbr consists of (pbar AND axe) OR (cbar AND axebr). Coutbr remains 

high, unless both the product and axe go high. Coutbr, however, should also be low if 

both p and c are high (pbar and cbar are low.)

axe p sum sumbr

O O O I
O I I O
I O I O
I I O I

Figure 12. NXOR logic table and schematic

The final accumulated product is produced with an XOR gate (NXOR) which is 

implemented in NMOS dynamic logic. The product and the result from the PMOS XOR 

gate are XORed together to produce sum = p XOR (a XOR c). A modification to the 

circuit is that it does not produce sum and sumbar. A flipflop has been added to the 

output of the circuit in order to maintain timing between the accumulated product and the 

mr pipeline; the timing is discussed further in Chapter 3. There is now an XOR gate 

which produces sumbar, followed by a flipflop with an inverter; this is instead of having 

fully differential logic, followed by two flipflops. The NMOS XOR gate used is shown 

in Figure 11, with the logic table for the output.
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Figure 13. Flipflop transition table and schematic

The flipflops used for the registers are included to maintain timing between the 

various data input elements. The schematic and its transition table are shown in Figure 

13. The data is to be piped past all of the mathematical logic in the same amount of time 

as it takes data to be processed through the mathematical logic. The flipflop is a PMOS 

dynamic latch, followed by an NMOS dynamic latch. The PMOS dynamic latches hold 

the data elements at steady logic levels during the operation of the product, carry latch 

and the addend-carry XOR gate. During the operation of the carry generator and the final 

m/a product, the NMOS latches hold the data elements. A brief reminder of how NORA 

logic operates, as regards to this circuit, follows.

Timing

All of the mathematical operations for one bit-slice of information occur in one 

clock cycle. The product, carry latch, and addend-carry XOR gate all receive inputs and 

precharge during clock high, and evaluate during clock low. During clock low, while the 

output from the PMOS stages are evaluating and are stable, the carry generator and final
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m/a product are pre-charging. During clock high the NMOS stages evaluate, hold their 

inputs steady, while the succeeding PMOS stages are pre-charging. The operations will 

occur in the following order: I) PMOS stages will pre-charge, with its first input, on 

clock high. 2) PMOS stages will evaluate, on clock low, and hold steady its first output 

while NMOS stages pre-charge on the PMOS output. 3) NMOS stages will evaluate first 

output during clock high. PMOS stages are receiving their second input. Note that the 

NMOS stages feed directly to the next bit slice’s PMOS stages, which will be pre-charge 

during this clock high.

Layout

The layout of the bit level circuit will be custom designed. The reasoning for this 

is primarily for speed and for space. The area on silicon is very costly, so if the designer 

can minimize the space used for the circuit the cost will be reduced as well. Small size 

often amounts to high speed. A minimal distance between transistors will reduce the 

parasitic capacitances that can slow down a circuit; minimal sized transistors often operate 

faster than larger transistors.

Summary of Proposed Design

A brief bottom-up summary of the design is as follows. A very fast design is used 

for the bit level circuit. This design takes advantage of NORA dynamic logic, in which 

minimal static capacitance exists and a single clock is used. The bit level design uses a 

serial-parallel multiplier circuit. Registers are built from the bit level circuit. The 

registers multiply the incoming data by an n bit number, and simultaneously pass the 

unused data to the next column of registers. Five columns of registers for the reduction 

step, and three columns for the expansion step, comprise a module. The modules can be 

repeated vertically to accommodate many rows of data. The modules are repeated 

horizontally, with specific interconnects, to calculate the values for the convolution. The 

system convolves a predetermined mask with incoming and fully parallel data. The
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system does so in a systolic fashion. That is, the data enters and is processed through the 

system with little control, and only a clock signal to determine when the operations will

occur.
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CHAPTER 4 

HNAL DESIGN

This chapter discusses the final design. The layout for the bit level is discussed, 

as well as construction of the registers and columns of the system. First, however, 

modifications to the original design are discussed.

Modifications on the Design

There are three basic changes to the original bit level circuit. First, a control 

circuit is added to accommodate negative numbers, which are in sign-extend format. 

Second, an identical m/a circuit is added for sign extend and/or multiplier data storage. 

Finally, several flipflops have been added. The circuit schematic for the modified design 

is shown in Figure 14 (on the following page).

The m/a now has an upper and a lower mr pipeline. One of the m/a’s calculates 

an accumulated sum, while the other stores half of mr. The high byte in the mr pipeline 

contains the sign information. Figure 15, and the discussion following, briefly describe 

the operation of the new configuration’s operation [Winters91]. Aupper and mrupper are 

the addend and multiplier lines, respectively, in the upper m/a. Alower and mrlower are 

the addend and multiplier lines in the lower m/a. The low byte of mr (LI) is multiplied 

by md during the first n clock cycles, and the accumulated product (Al) is produced. 

During the next n clock cycles the high byte of mr (HI) is switched to the lower m/a 

register and multiplied by md, and the low byte of the second mr (L2) is multiplied by 

md in the upper m/a register. There is a physical switch between each n bit register, 

where each register is 2n bits long, which switches the high and low bytes of mr. After 

2n clock cycles there is another multiplier (B) which produces the accumulated product 

B2, which is added to the addend that was already produced (Al).
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Clatch Carry

Figure 14. Systolic Chu m/a schematic, with multiplier pipeline
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n 2n 3n

inupper A2 A2

mrupper L2 H2 Hl

mrlower LI - Hl HO L3 L2

inlower Al - Al A3|A1+B2|

Figure 15. Operands in double systolic Chu 
m/a

The flipflop and the 3-input and gate provide the control information for the upper 

and lower m/a. The control bit enters at the same time as the mr bit, and the control bit 

is ANDed together with mr and md. The control bit, then, "passes" the product to the 

rest of the circuit. For example: if the control bit is 0 then the product is 0. AO product 

added to the addend does not change the addend being piped through the m/a. If the 

control bit is I then the product is produced, and is added in with the addend. There is 

an inverter between the upper and the lower m/a which enables one m/a and disables the 

other. The flipflop is inserted to store the control bits so that they will travel through the 

register at the same rate as the mr bits. Other applications of this circuit may require 

slightly different control logic which would enable/disable the product logic. The mr 

flipflop is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The flipflops were added to prevent excessive fan-out on the multiplier line as 

well as to make the system more systolic. The original Chu m/a design is connected to 

build an n-bit register in Figure 16. Note that the multiplier line fans but to several gates, 

which weakens the signal, and that the associated parasitic capacitance can slow the 

response of the line to changing signals. The multiplier line, also must hold one clock 

cycle at a time, and then change. The system can be made more systolic if the data is
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—sum

Figure 16. Chu m/a n-bit register

allowed to pump in with the clock,instead of changing with the clock.

A flipflop was added into each bit-slice on the multiplier line. This breaks up the 

multiplier line into shorter segments, so that the last stage of the flipflop only drives a 

line to the input of the next flipflop. Adding a flipflop, however, adds a single clock 

cycle delay in the multiplier line, which puts it behind the operation of the m/a. In order 

to solve this timing problem a flipflop is added to each output of the bit level operation. 

The following diagram shows the location of the new flipflops with respect to the Chu 

m/a. The m/a circuit still completes all of its mathematical operation in one clock cycle. 

However, the flipflops delay the data by one clock cycle. This means that the entire bit 

level operation requires two clock cycles before data is entered into the next m/a.

The LPIC algorithm, for both reduction and expansion, requires that some of the 

input data flow through the system untouched for n clock cycles. The flipflops which 

comprise the pipeline between the two m/a’s is for that purpose. The m/a can also 

behave as a shift register. That is, if the product is zero then the addend passes through
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the m/a untouched as would be the case for a simple shift register. The modifications, 

then, allow two rows of the LPIC scheme to be implemented with only one m/a register.

Two modifications were discussed in Chapter 2. Pbar and cbar were added as a 

branch in the carry generating circuit to prevent a lock-up condition. The NXOR gate is 

not fully differential, in order to reduce the amount of circuitry required.

Layout

Bit Level

The layout (cell) in Figure 17 (following page) is a double m/a with a slow 

pipeline between them. An n-well process is available for the fabrication of systems 

using this cell as their bases. Briefly, an n-well process means that the substrate is p- 

type, and that in order to design a p-device it must be placed in an n-well.

Some layout design features have been implemented to reduce the risk of latch-up. 

Latch-up, very briefly, is a condition in which current flows through the substrate from 

PMOS to NMOS transistors. This effectively causes a short between the power source 

(Vdd) and ground (GND), shorting out the logic; a condition which will, of course, cause 

errors in the output. Reducing the power voltage can reduce the fields enough to halt the 

latch-up current, unless a channel has been permanentiy created through the 

substrate[WeEs88].

The layout features included in the cell, without going into the theory behind 

them, are: Location of n- and p-devices with respect to Vdd and GND; substrate contacts 

in the n-wells; orientation of p devices with respect to Vdd. Most of the n-devices are 

placed close to GND, and the p-devices close to Vdd. There is at least one substrate 

contact for each n-well. Finally, the p-devices are placed such that Vdd lines are close, 

and extend source fingers to Vdd of the transistors[WeEs88].
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Figure 17. Layout of the double systolic Chu m/a
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Register Level

An n-bit register is built by abutting n m/a cells together on the left and right hand 

side. Several registers with the same multiplicand can be tiled by overlapping the 

registers on the top and bottom by 4 microns. Note that the md line is connected after 

doing so, so that the registers will multiply by the same value if this is done. A 16-bit 

register is shown in Appendix C, with the interconnection between the two 8-bit halves 

of the register shown also.

Module Level

The visible features of the layout at levels above the register level are very 

difficult to distinguish. The interconnections between them, especially, are difficult to 

see. Appendix C has several figures, showing the modules that would be used to build 

the entire system. The interconnections required are those that shift the addend from one 

operation to the next row below it. Recall that the scheme for both the reduction and the 

expansion of the image data requires that the addend data be shifted down to another row 

of data processing.

Simulations and Performance

The bit level circuit has been simulated with both TSPICE, from Tektronix, and 

with musa, one of the Octtools from UC Berkeley. TSPICE was used to both verify that 

the circuit would operate as desired and to verify that the circuit would operate at high 

speeds. Musa was used to verify that the transistor logic would produce the desired logic 

output. The model used to simulate with musa was a schematic representation only. 

Simulations from TSPICE and musa are in Appendices A and B, respectively.

Simulation of the schematic representation, at the bit level, of the m/a yields the 

desired results. This simply means that, should the layout be consistent with the 

schematic representation, then the circuit is logically correct. There is currently no 

software available to check the connectivity of the layout. This was done by hand.
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The TSPICE results show that each part of the circuit can, indeed operate at 50 

MHz. Separate simulations of the Chu m/a and of the flipflops show that the circuit can 

be expected to operate at 150 MHz [FiMaViSS]. The results from the TSPICE, in 

Appendix B, were obtained using a 50MHz clock.

/
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Existing Results

The bit level m/a simulations, using both TSPICE and musa, indicate that the 

circuit would work. TSPICE input and output parameters were made with the assumption 

that the cell would be both feeding and receiving from identical cells. This indicates that 

the register level would operate as expected. A 16-bit register was released in August, 

1991, for fabrication. Finally, modules have been created for both the reduction and the 

expansion steps. They have been tiled to create a 4 row input system. More rows can 

be accommodated by tiling the 4 row system.

Future Work

There are several physical problems with the testing of the system. The first is 

that the 16-bit register which was fabricated contained a substrate contact error. This 

effectively turned some of the transistors into diodes which nullified the logic. Module 

levels would be submitted for fabrication, assuming that a hardware register was proved 

to function correctly. Should the modules operate satisfactorily, then a system consistent 

with data availability would be built and fabricated. A printout of the submitted register 

is in Appendix C.

There is no fully parallel data available, off-chip, to the system. A buffer would 

be required to store the image data, and would probably have to be on the same chip as 

the system itself in order to avoid chip-to-chip slow down. There is, undoubtedly, an 

optimal tradeoff between the number of rows being processed and the amount of storage 

for the image data. If the system did not use a buffer for the image then it would have 

to have the image sensor and the processor on the same chip [Danielsson82]. The
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problems with this have to do with putting analog and digital components on the same 

die.

The cell and register, as they are now, will not handle negative numbers. An 

assumption has been made that the incoming pixel data will have positive values only. 

Depending on the value chosen for a, in the convolution mask relationships, there may 

or may not be negative multiplicands. A proposed solution [Winters91] for handling 

negative multiplicands is for an XOR gate to detect and alter the sign extension. That is, 

the gate would flip the sign extend of the incoming multiplier if the multiplicand is 

negative, otherwise the multiplier data is used as is.

The subtraction step has not yet been implemented. One can take advantage of 

the adder that is built into the m/a register. That is, if the output from the last adder in 

the expansion step is negated, then added to the original image for the current iteration, 

then the result is the desired subtraction.

Finally, encoding and reception of the processed image data has been totally 

ignored. The design has been made with the assumption that the encryption would be 

able to take advantage of the form of the processed image data. The receiving end will 

be required to decode and expand the image. No considerations toward how that might 

be done have been made.
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Logic simulations were performed using the oct synthesis tool Q musa. Given 

logical values, I and 0, as inputs musa will evaluate the logic and display the evaluated 

nodes. The logic that musa evaluates can be in the form of a hardware description 

language, a schematic, or a symbolic representation of the desired circuit. The simulation 

results here were obtained through schematic representation of the circuits.

Figure 18. Product logic simulation

musa: Message: Version 3-00-X11 (made Dec 18 1990)
musa> Source Flags: F Depth I
musa>.! Product logic simulation, schematic
musa> !
musa> ! Product logic produces: p = mrin AND md 
musa> !
musa> mv md md 
musa> mv mrin mrin 
musa> mv p p 
musa> mv pbar pbar 
musa> ma cl
> se elk I
> ev
> se elk 0
> ev
> sh p pbar
> $end
musa> se mrin 0 
musa> se md 0 
musa> cl 
p:0 pbar: I 

musa> se mrin I 
musa> cl 
p:0 pbar: I 

musa> se md I 
musa> cl 
p: I pbar:0 

musa> se mrin 0 
musa> cl 
p:0 pbar: I 

musa> quit
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Figure 19. Carry latch simulation

C and char should be complents of each 
other, and should follow cout after a 
clock cycle.

musa: Message: Version 3-00-X11 (made Dec 18 1990) 
musa> Source Flags: F Depth I 
musa> ! Carry latch simulation, schematic 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> !
musa> mv cout cout 
musa> mv c c 
musa> mv cbar cbar 
musa> ma cl
> se elk I
> ev
> se elk 0
> ev
> sh c cbar
> $end
musa> se cout 0 
musa> cl 
c:0 cbar: I 

musa> se cout I 
musa> cl 
c:l cbar:0 

musa> quit

Systolic Chu NXOR and carry generating logic:
sumbr = NOT (p XOR axe); cout = (c AND axebr) OR (p AND axe)

Figure 20. Carry generating and systolic NXOR logic simulation

musa: Message: Version 3-00-X11 (made Dec 18 1990) 
musa> Source Flags: F Depth I 
musa> ! Systolic n-logic simulation, schematic 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> mv c c 
musa> mv p p 
musa> mv axe axe 
musa> mv axebr axebr 
musa> mv cbar cbar 
musa> mv pbar pbar 
musa> mv cout cout 
musa> mv coutbr coutbr 
musa> mv sumbr sumbr 
musa> ma cl
> se elk 0
> ev
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> se elk I
> ev
> sh cout coutbr sumbr
> $end 
musa> se c 0 
musa> se p 0 
musa> se axe 0 
musa> se cbar I 
musa> se pbar I 
musa> se axebr I 
musa> cl
cout:0 coutbr: I sumbr: I 

musa> se p I 
musa> se pbar O 
musa> cl
cout:0 coutbr: I sumbr:O 

musa> se c I 
musa> se cbar O 
musa> cl
cout: I coutbr:O sumbnO 

musa> se p O 
musa> se pbar I 
musa> cl
cout: I coutbr:0 sumbr: I 

musa> se axe I 
musa> se axebr O 
musa> se c O 
musa> se cbar I 
musa> cl
cout:0 coutbr:! sumbnO 

musa> se p I 
musa> se pbar O 
musa> cl
cout: I Coutbr=O sumbr: I 

musa> se c I 
musa> se cbar O 
musa> cl
cout:l coutbr:0 sumbr: I 

musa> se p O 
musa> se pbar I 
musa> cl
cout:0 coutbr: I sumbnO 

musa> quit

Figure 21. PXOR simulation

musa: Message: Version 3-00-X11 (made Dec 18 1990) 
musa> Source Flags: F Depth I 
musa> ! P-Iogic XOR gate simulation, schematic 
musa> !
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musa> ! P-Iogic XOR: axe = in XOR cout
musa> !
musa> mv in in
musa> mv inbar inbar
musa> mv cout cout
musa> mv coutbr coutbr
musa> mv axe axe
musa> mv axebr axebr
musa> ma cl
> se elk I
> ev
> se elk 0
> ev
> sh axe axebr
> $end
musa> se in 0 
musa> se inbar I 
musa> se cout 0 
musa> se coutbr I 
musa> cl 
axc:0 axebr: I 

musa> se in I 
musa> se inbar 0 
musa> cl 
axe: I axebr:0 

musa> se cout I 
musa> se coutbr 0 
musa> cl 
axc:0 axebr: I 

musa> se in 0 
musa> se inbar I 
musa> cl 
axe: I axcbr:0 

musa> quit

Figure 22. Chu NXOR and carry generating simulation

The NXOR circuit should give: sum = p XOR axe, and the carry 
logic should give: cout = (c AND axebr) OR (p AND axe).

musa: Message: Version 3-00-X11 (made Dec 18 1990) 
musa> Source Flags: F Depth I
musa> ! Chu n-logic simulation (carry generator and NXOR), schematic 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> ! 
musa> mv p p 
musa> mv c c 
musa> mv axe axe 
musa> mv pbar pbar 
musa> mv cbar cbar 
musa> mv axebr axebr
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musa> mv sum sum 
musa> mv sumbr sumbr 
musa> mv cout cout 
musa> mv coutbr coutbr 
musa> ma cl
> se elk 0
> ev
> se elk I
> ev
> sh sum sumbr
> sh cout coutbr
> $end
musa> ! Simulate both parts at the same time.
musa> se c 0
musa> se cbar I
musa> se p 0
musa> se pbar I
musa> se axe 0
musa> se axebr I
musa> cl
sum:0 sumbr: I cout:0 coutbr: I 

musa> se p I 
musa> se pbar 0 
musa> cl
sum:I sumbr:0 cout:0 coutbr:! 

musa> se axe I 
musa> se axebr 0 
musa> cl
sum:0 sumbr: I cout: I coutbr:0 

musa> se p 0 
musa> se pbar I 
musa> cl
sum: I sumbr:0 coutiO coutbr: I 

musa> cl
sum:! sumbr:0 cout:0 coutbr:I 

musa> se axe 0 
musa> se axebr I 
musa> se c I 
musa> se cbar 0 
musa> cl
sum:0 sumbr:! cout:! coutbr:0 

musa> se p I 
musa> se pbar 0 
musa> cl
sum:! sumbr:0 cout:! coutbr:0 

musa> se axe I 
musa> se axebr 0 
musa> cl
sum:0 sumbr:! cout: I coutbr:0 

musa> se p 0 
musa> se pbar I



musa> cl
sum: I sumbnO cout:0 coutbr: I 

musa> quit
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TSPICE Files

Figure 23. Systolic Chu TSPICE simulation file 

CLEAR
; This is the TSPICE file that will run the systolic 
; multiplier at 50 MHz.

; Diane Mathews 
; 9/90

TITLE Systolic Chu Circuit 50 MHz.
CIRCUIT
READ VTI_SPICE_SLOW.MOD 
READ mctsys.MOD 
READ MCK50.MOD

VMD MD 0 V:PWL(0N 0.5 10N 0.5 IlN  4.5 30N 4.5 3 IN 0.5 50N 0.5 $
5IN 4.5 110N 4.5 I l lN  0.5 140N 0.5)

VMR MR 0 V:PWL(0N 0.5 30N 0.5 3 IN 4.5 140N 4.5)

VA A 0 V:PWL(0N 0.5 70N 0.5 71N 4.5 90N 4.5 91N 0.5 130N $
0.5 131N4.5)

VABAR ABAR 0 V:PWL(0N 4.5 70N 4.5 71N 0.5 90N 0.5 91N 4.5 130N $ 
4.5 131N 0.5)

;Chu CIRCUIT 
CLOCK CLK CLOCK50
PXOR A ABAR CRY CRYBAR CLK XOR XORBAR $ 
POP2 PGPl PLOGIC
NXOR XOR XORBAR P PBAR CLK SUMBAR NNA NTS $
C CBAR CRY CRYBAR NCA NCB NLOGIC
LATl CRY CLK C CBAR LATCH
ANDGATE MR MD CLK P PBAR PROD
MRFF CLK MR MRNEXT MRFLOP
SUMFF CLK SUMBAR NEXT SUM SUMFLOP
ENDC

TEMP=IOO

TRAN ANALYSIS TIME: 0 140N 0.5N

INITTR XOR : 0.0
INTTTR XORBAR : 0.0
INITTR SUMBAR : 0.0
INliTR CRY : 0.0 
INTTTR CRYBAR : 0.0 
ENITTR C : 0.0
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INTITR CBAR : 4.5 
INITTR P : 0.0 
INITTR PBAR : 4.5 
INITTR PGP2 : 4.5 
INITTR PGPl : 4.5 
ESfITTR NCA : 4.5 
INITTR NCB : 4.5 
INITTR NNA : 4.5 
ESfITTR NEXT : 0.0 
ENDTRAN

PROBE V(CLK) V(XOR) V(XORBAR) V(SUM) V(SUMBAR) V(A) V(ABAR) $ 
V(CRY) V(CRYBAR) V(C) V(CBAR) V(P) V(PBAR) V(MR) V(MD)
PLOT V(CLK) V(SUM) V(A)
PRINT V(CLK) V(MR) V(MD) V(P) V(PBAR) : F=PROD50.OUT 
PRINT V(CLK) V(A) V(CRY) V(XOR) V(XORBAR) : F=PXOR50.OUT 
PRINT V(CLK) V(C) V(XOR) V(SUM) V(SUMBAR) : F=NXOR50.OUT 
PRINT V(CLK) V(CRY) V(C) V(CBAR) : F=CLATCHSO OUT 
PRINT V(CLK) V(P) V(C) V(XOR) V(CRY) V(CRYBAR) : F=CRYSO OUT

Figure 24. 50 MHz clock model

;50 MHz CLOCK MODEL;Built by Tim Thompson, 9/90MODEL CLOCK50 
SUBCKT=NODES=(CLK)VCLK CLK 0 V:PWL(0N 0.5 ION 0.5 IlN  4.5 20N 4.5 21N 
0.5 30N $0.5 31N 4.5 40N 4.5 41N 0.5 SON 0.5 51N 4.5 60N 4.5 61N $0.5 70N 0.5 71N 
4.5 SON 4.5 SlN 0.5 90N 0.5 91N 4.5 IOON 4.5 $101N 0.5 I ION 0.5 11 IN 4.5 120N 4.5 
121N 0.5 130N 0.5 131N 4.5 $140N 4.5 141N 0.5 I SON 0.5 151N 4.5 160N 4.5)ENDM 
CLOCK50

Figure 25. Systolic Chu circuit model

;This file contains the models for the systolic Chu 
; NORA circuit, complete with parasitic capacitances.

I

; Diane Mathews, Tim Thompson 
; 8/90

;N-LogicMODEL NLOGIC

SU BCK T:N O D ES=(A X C,A X CBR,P,PB AR,CLK,SUM BR,NNA ,NTS & 
C,CBAR,COUT,COUTBR,NCA,NCB)

W D D  VDD 0 V:DC=4.5

TNl VDD CLK NNA VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
TN2 NNA PBAR NNB 0 NEMOS : L=2U AS=12P W=4U AD=4P 
TN3 NNA P NNC 0 NEMOS : L=2U AS=12P W=4U AD=4P 
TN4 NNB AXCBR NTS 0 NEMOS : L=2U AS=4P W=4U AD= 12P 
TN5 NNC AXC NTS 0 NEMOS : L=2U AS=4P W=4U AD=IlP
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TN6 VDD NNA SUMBR VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
TN7 SUMBR CLK PGNl 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=20P W=4U AD=4P 
TNS PGNl NNA O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=4P W=4U AD=IZP 
TNTS NTS CLK O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AD=IZP

TCl
TCZ
TC3
TC4
TC5
TC6
TC?
TCS
TC9
TClO
T C ll
TClZ
TCl 3
TC14
TCl 5
TC16

VDD NCA COUTBR VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P w=8U AS=40P 
COUTBR CLK PGCl O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP w=4U AD=4P 

PGCl NCA O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=4P W=4U AD=IZP
CLK NCA VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=4U AS=40P 

O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AD=4P 
O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=4P W=4U AD=IZP 

O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=IZP 
O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AD=ZOP 

0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AS=IZP 
VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AD=IZP 
0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AD=ZOP 

0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=IZP W=4U AD=IZP

VDD
NCA
NCC
NCA
NCA

NCD
VDD
NCB
NCB

CBAR NCC 
PBAR NTS 

PBAR NCD 
CBAR NCE 

AXC NTS 
CLK NCB 
P NCD 
C NCE 
AXCBR NTSNCE ____

VDD NCB COUT VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
COUT CLK PGCZ O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=4P 
PGCZ NCB O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=4P W=4U AD=ZOP

CNCA NCA 0 C:C=1.814F
CNCB NCB 0 C:C=2.625F
CCOUT COUT O C:C=1.650F 
CCOUTBR COUTBR O C:C=1.443F 
CPBAR PBAR O C:C=5.520F 
CCBAR CBAR O C:C=3.800F 
CC CO C:C=3.800F
CP PO C:C=2.090F
CAXC AXC O C:C=6.468F
CAXCBR AXCBR O C:C=6.910F 
CNTS NTS O C:C=2.285F 
CNNA NNA O C:C=3.261F
ENDM NLOGIC

;P-LOGIC XOR MODEL
M O D E L  P L O G
SUBCKT:NODES=(AABAR,COUT,COUTBR,CLKAXCAXCBRJPGP2, $
PGPl)

C

W D D  VDD O V:DC=4.5

TPl VDD PGPl PVPl VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P w=8U AS=SP 
TPZ PVPl CLK AXC VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=SP w=8U AS=40P 
TP3 AXC PGPl O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP w=4U AD=IZP 
TP4 VDD CLK PVPZ VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=40P w=8U AS=24P 
TP5 PVPZ A NPA VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=45P w=9U AS=27P 
TP6 NPA COUT PGPl VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=40P W=SU AS=24P 
TP7 NPA COUTBR PGPZ VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=27P w=9U AS=27P
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TP8 PGP2 CLK O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P w=4U AD=I 2P 
TP9 PVP2 ABAR NPB VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P w=8U AS=24P 
TPlO NPB COUTBR PGPl VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P w=8U AS=24P 
T Pll NPB COUT PGP2 VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=45P w=9U AS=27P 
TP12 PGPl CLK O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P w=4U AD=12P 
TP13 VDD PGP2 PVP3 VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P w=8U AS=SP 
TP14 PVP3 CLK AXCBR VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=SP w=8U AS=40P 
TPl5 AXCBR PGP2 O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P w=4U AD=I2P

CPGP2 PGP2 O C:C=3.449F
CAXC AXC O C:C=2.614F
CPVP2 PVP2 O C:C=0.414F
CNPA NPA O C:C=1.558F
CCOUT COUT O C=C=L 140F 
CCOUTBR COUTOR O C=C=IJlOF 
CPGPl PGPl O C:C=6.183F
CNPB NPB O C:C=1.475F
CAXCBR AXCBR O C:C=0.822F 
CA AO C:C=3.800F
CABAR ABAR O C:C=3.800F 
ENDM PLOGIC

;Latch model
MODEL LATCH SUBCKT=NODES=(COUT,CLK1C1CBAR)

W D D  VDD O V:DC=4.5
TLl VDD CLK NLl VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P w=8U AS=SP 
TL2 NLl COUT NL2 VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=SP w=8U ASMOP 
TL3 NL2 CLK O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=20P w=4U AD= 12P 
TL4 VDD NL2 NL3 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P w=8U AS=SP 
TL5 NL3 CLK C VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=SP w=8U AS=40P 
TL6 C NL2 O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P w=4U AD=I2P 
TL? VDD C CBAR VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P w=8U AS=40P 
TLS CBAR C O O  NEMOS : L=ZU AS=20P w=4U AD=12P

CNL2 NL2 O C:C=3.016F 
CC CO C:C=3.648F 
CCBAR CBAR O C:C=1.097F 
CCOUT COUT O C:C=4J20F 
ENDM LATCH

;Product Function : Pr = Mr ’and’ Md
MODEL PROD SUBCKT=NODES=(MR1MD1CLK1P1PBAR)

W D D  VDD O V:DC=4.5

TMl VDD CLK NMl VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P w=8U AS=24P 
TM2 NMl MR NM2 VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=40P w=8U AS=24P 
TM3 NMl MD NM2 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P w=8U AS=24P
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TM4 NM2 CLK O O NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP w=4U AD=IZP 
TM5 VDD NMZ NM3 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P w=8U AS=SP 
TM6 NM3 CLK P VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=SP w=8U AS=40P 
TM? P NMZ 0 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP w=4U AD=IZP 
TMS VDD P PBAR VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P w=8U AS=40P 
TM9 PBAR P O O  NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP w=4U AD=IZP

CNMl NMl 0 C:C=1.304F .
CMR MR 0 C:C=0.988F 
CNMZ NMZ 0 C:C=2.Z44F 
CMD MD 0 C:C=15.850F 
CP PO C:C=1.140F 
CPBAR PBAR 0 C:C=1.170F 
ENDM PROD

;MR FLIPFLOP
MODEL MRFLOP SUBCKT:NODES=(CLK,MR,MRNEXT)

W D D  VDD 0 V:DC=4.5

TRl VDD CLK NRl VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=Z4P W=SU AS=SP 
TRZ NRl MR NRZ VDD PEMOS : U=ZU AD=SP W=SU AS=40P
TR3 NRZ CLK 0 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=IZP
TR4 VDD NRZ NR3 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=SP
TR5 NR3 CLK NR4 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=SP W=SU AS=40P
TR6 NR4 NRZ 0 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=IZP
TR7 VDD CLK NR5 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
TRS NR5 NR4 NR6 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=4P 
TR9 NR6 CLK 0 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=4P W=4U AD=IZP
TRIO VDD NR5 MRNEXT VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
T R ll MRNEXT CLK NR7 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=4P 
TRlZ NR7 NR5 0 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=4P W=4U AD=IZP

CNRZ NRZ 0 C:C=3.060F 
CNR4 NR4 0 C:C=2.625F 
CNR5 NR5 0 C:C=3.101F 
CMR MR 0 C:C=Z.590F

ENDM MRFLOP

;SUM FLIPFLOP
MODEL SUMFLOP SUBCKT:NODES=(CLK,SUMBR,NEXT,SUM)

W D D  VDD 0 V:DC=4.5

TSl VDD CLK NSl VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=SP 
TSZ NSl SUMBR NSZ VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=SP W=SU AS=40P 
TS3 NSZ CLK 0 0 NEMOS : L=ZU AS=ZOP W=4U AD=IZP
TS4 VDD NSZ NS3 VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=24P W=SU AS=SP
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TS5 NS3 CLK NS4 VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=SP W=SU AS=40P 
TS6 NS4 NS2 0 0 NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P W=4U AD=12P 
T S l  VDD CLK NS5 VDD PEMOS : L=2U AD=24P W=SU AS=40P 
TSS NS5 NS4 NS6 O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P W=4U AD=4P 
TS9 NS6 CLK O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=4P W=4U AD=I 2P
TSlO VDD NS5 NEXT VDD PEMOS : L=2U AS=24P W=SU AS=40P 
T Sll NEXT CLK NS? O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P W=4U AD=4P 
TS12 NS? NS5 O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=4P W=4U AD=12P 
TS13 VDD NEXT SUM VDD PEMOS : L=ZU AD=40P W=SU AS=40P 
TS14 SUM NEXT O O NEMOS : L=2U AS=20P W=4U AD=20P

CNS2 NS2 O C:C=3.060F 
CNS4 NS4 O C:C=2.625F 
CNS5 NS5 O C:C=3.101F 
CSUMBR SUMBR O C:C=5.110F 
CSUM SUM O C:C=1.725F 
ENDM SUMFLOP

Figure 26. VTI_SPICE_SLOW.MOD (Transistor parameter model)

MODEL
NEMOS MFET2: POL=NMOS LEVEL=2 LD=0.133752U TOX=399.000026E-10 $ 
NSUB=9.999614E+15 VTO=0.75 KP=5.044000E-05 GAMMA=0.6681 $
PHI=0.6 UO=582.823 UEXP=O. 194168 UCR]T=98993.2 $
DELTA=!.74056 VMAX=56837.5 XJ=0.250000U LAMBDA=3.433891E-02 $ 
NFS=I.OOOOOOE+11 NEFF=I NSS=1.000000E+12 TPG=1.000000 $
RSH=24.010001 CGDO=1.157508E-10 CGSO=1.157508E-10 CGBO=3.46E-ll $ 
CJ=1.461000E-04 MJ=0.644600 CJSW=5.084000E-10 MJSW=0.245500 PB=0.500000

MODEL PEMOS MFET2: POL=PMOS LEVEL=2 LD=0.060915U $ 
TOX=399.000026E-10 NSUB=8.148127E+15 VTO=-0.7922 KP=2.475000E-05 $ 
GAMMA=O.6031 PHI=0.6 UO=286 UEXP=0.264533 UCRIT=20482.8 $ 
DELTA=0.540869 VMAX=50671.1 XJ=0.250000U LAMBDA=5.107142E-02 $ 
NFS=4.188926E+11 NEFF=LOOl NSS=1.000000E+12 TPG=-1.000000 $
RSH=120.100001 CGDO=5.271667E-l I CGSO=5.271667E-ll CGBO=2.1 IE-10 $ 
CJ=2.479000E-04 MJ=0.572500 CJSW=2.292000E-10 MJSW=0.309200 PB=0.800000
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Carry latch at 50 MHz

0.6 0.8 
Time, in seconds 

(Times 10E-7)

Clock ........  carry------c --------cbar

Figure 27. Carry latch simulation with TSPICE
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Product Logic at 50 MHz

0.6 0.8 
Time, in seconds 

(Times IOE-7)

Clock — • mr - -  md
p pbar

Figure 28. Product simulation with TSPICE
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Flipflop at 50 MHz

U 2-

0£> I  -

Time, in seconds 
(Times 10E-8)

Clock........  in ------out

Figure 29. Flipflop simulation with TSPICE
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PXOR Logic at 50 MHz

*|.....

0.6 0.8 
Time, in seconds 

(Times 10E-7)

■ ■ CLock —-... a ------cany

axe axebr

Figure 30. P-Iogic XOR simulation with TSPICE
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NXOR Logic at 50 MHz

....  i......r

......'il.

0.6 0.8 
Time, in seconds

(Times 10E-7)

Clock —•- - axe - ~ - c
sum "" sumbr

Figure 31. N-Iogic XOR simulation with TSPICE
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Carry logic at 50 MHz

Time, in seconds 
(Times 10E-8)

Clock ........  p ------ c
axe ........  cout coutbr

Figure 32. Carry logic simulation with TSPICE
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APPENDIX C 

Layouts
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Figure 33. Single systolic Chu m/a
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Figure 34. Double systolic Chu m/a with multiplier pipeline
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Figure xS . 16-bit register of double systolic Chu m/a and switch cell
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Figure 36. 16-bit register core for fabrication submission
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Figure 37. 16-bit register with pad-frame and routing
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Figure 38. Reduction a) Column module, where each block is a 
register as in Figure 35 b) Convolution module, 
where each module is a column module
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Figure 39. Expansion a) Column module, where each block is a 
register, as in Figure 35 b) Interpolation module, 
where each block is an expansion column module

b)
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